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Duty of Care & Duty to Warn
EAP Implications

By Sheryl Hill and Mary Ellen Gornick

I

n about a day, you can get just
about anywhere in the world.
Businesses deploy their workforces for overseas commerce, and
their employees also enjoy vacations far from home. But people
are also traveling to countries during times of terrorism, civil
unrest, natural disasters, crime,
and even disease.
They need travel safety skills,
and tools to avoid risks, obtain
appropriate help overseas when
necessary, and to return home
safely. International travel comes
with a duty to warn and a duty of
care and loyalty.
Defining Key Terms
Duty of care – The Business
Dictionary defines duty of care
as, “The responsibility or the
legal obligation of a person or
organization to avoid acts or
omissions (which can be reasonably foreseen) to be likely to
cause harm to others.”
January 2019

Failing duty of care can result
in injury and even death giving
rise to hefty personal injury and
wrongful death lawsuit settlements. International SOS reported
that cases like these are no longer
rare. For example, an infrastructure engineering company was
sued in California by a former
employee who had been wrongly
imprisoned in Qatar, who alleged
his employer did not properly
warn him of the risk associated
with the position. (Huang v.
MWH Global).
Duty to warn arises when
there is an obligation to inform
others of danger, such as U.S.
Department of State county-specific alerts and warnings like “do
not travel to Iran” or “reconsider
travel to Mexico” and Centers for
Disease Control alerts such as,
“Ebola in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo.”
Duty of loyalty is an employee’s obligation toward their company to refrain from activities and
behaviors on a business trip that
would be contrary to their
employer’s best interests, such as
compliance to risk management
policies and extended business

trips for leisure purposes. The
employee has a duty to book trips
on preapproved airlines, stay in
preapproved accommodations,
and avoid public transit when
requested as the employer’s travel
policy dictates.
The Problem: A Growing Need
Some Fortune 500 companies
continued on Page 2
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Specifics for
the EAP:
How it Works
Depart Smart offers the Travel
HEROES course to EAPs at individual rates of only $50 each and
group rates at $1-1.52 Per
Employee Per Month (PEPM)
depending on volume. Group rates
are offered with a promotion code.
Employees receive an email with a
link to enroll, or a pre-registered
username and passcode depending
on client preferences. Larger companies can provide an import list
for bulk user registration, with
custom introductory emails for
engagement and participation.
Depart Smart also offers a custom-branded administrative portal
for EAPs and employers who
want to manage their users, track
utilization and progress by location, or customize the delivery of
the online course, including an
integrated online forum.
Workshops and webinars are
offered at custom pricing depending on the number of attendees and
how many destinations are
included. A custom proposal is provided to the EAP to meet agreedupon goals and develop orientation
and implementation plans.
The number-one client feedback
Depart Smart receives is that peace
of mind is priceless and that their
program relieves the stress of travel
because having mechanisms and
skills to navigate troubles abroad is
empowering and lifesaving.
As mental health professionals,
EAPs can play a major role in
reducing stress and improving
mental health for employee business travelers and expatriates.
- Sheryl Hill and Mary Ellen Gornick
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have entire divisions dedicated to
travel security and risk management. But, if you ask those same
companies who is safeguarding
their workforce for vacation travel
purposes, you’ll probably get
blank stares. It can cost a 6-9
month salary to replace an
employee if they become seriously
hurt, sick, or killed overseas.
Moreover, if you search for
trusted, statistically meaningful
data on travel-related illness,
injury, death, missing persons, and
incarcerations by a neutral third
party, you’ll be hard pressed to
find it.
In addition, the World Health
Organization cites psychiatric
trauma as a leading cause of emergency medical evacuation of travelers. Despite this fact, most travel
insurance companies do not cover
mental health. This is another reason why the EAP should consider
adding travel safety to their suite
of services.
The Problem: Policies are Lacking
United States travel and tourism
safety policies are lacking, especially when compared to other
countries. This presents a paradox,
because although there are few
rules setting the bar for a company’s duty to inform about risks at
the destination or their duty to care
for people on trips when they are
threatened, hurt, sick, arrested,
missing, or killed; the lack of any
law in a jurisdiction does not
relieve a U.S. business of legal
and moral obligations.
Compliance with international
duty of care laws in other countries is crucial. For instance, the
United Kingdom Corporate
Manslaughter and Corporate
Homicide Act 2017 is a landmark
law that clarifies the criminal liabilities of companies. This
includes large organizations
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where serious failures in the management of health and safety
result in a fatality.
Despite business efforts to
improve security, manage travel
risks, and develop safeguards, U.S.
companies continue to fail in their
duty to warn and duty of care.
Best Practices
Employee assistance professionals have an opportunity to make a
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major impact in duty of care and
duty to inform issues by collaborating with human resource professionals and other workplace
managers to encourage workplace
behaviors that will result in compliance for less stressful, safer
journeys abroad.
EAPs can offer their clients
“preparedness programs” such
as the:
• Depart Smart™ Travel Safety
Assessment and Travel
HEROES™ Safety
Certification;
• International SOS Foundation
Duty of Care Accreditation;
and
• Global Business Travel
Association Self-Assessment.
Self-Assessment Tool & Safety
Certification
Depart Smart is an example of a
company that EAPs can partner
with to add an EAP service to help
international travelers and expatriates assess travel safety readiness.
Examples include a ten-point
travel safety savvy quiz, and travel
safety certification course helping
travelers build a personal safety
contingency plan.
The ideal point of employee
notification and engagement is
prior to booking a trip abroad for
any reason. A travel request is one
example of an alert to the EA professional to offer travel safety
assessments or training to the
employee and then check off readiness for safe travels.
International SOS Duty of Care
Accreditation
The International SOS
Foundation was started with a
grant from International SOS in
2011 to improve the health, safety,
security, and well-being of people
working away from home, internationally and on assignment.
January 2019

Editor’s Notebook
Two of my
nieces have lived
and studied in
Europe – one in
Italy, and the other
in Ireland. Their
sister has been to Brazil. A neighbor and his family have also been
to Ireland. An acquaintance travels
extensively to Asia on business. I
could go on and on. And I live in
a small town in which traveling
isn’t as common as it is for folks
who live in big cities!
But are travelers safe? Too
often they’re not. Sheryl Hill and
Mary Ellen Gornick, authors of
this month’s cover story (and
Brown Bagger) point out that
fewer than 1% of travelers know:
the emergency number at their
destination; how to ask for help in
the local language; or how to contact the U.S. Embassy for help.
In an increasingly uncertain,
all-too-violent world, how do
employers educate and safeguard

their employees on trips abroad?
“To mitigate travel risks,
employees need to be armed with
travel safety skills, tools, and
emergency plans to use when they
find themselves in tough situations,” the authors note.
EAPs can play a vital role in
working with corporate clients to
offer travel-related resources.
Since it’s likely that a reasonable number of your corporate
clients’ employees are traveling
on business anyway, why not use
your EAP expertise to assist
them? Who knows, you might
even develop a new niche for
your program.

The foundation arm of ISOS,
the International SOS Foundation,
offers a unique opportunity for
EAPs interested in developing inhouse expertise in supporting
international business travelers
through the only accredited “Duty
of Care” training program,
“Safety, Health and Security for
the Mobile Worker.”
The course provides EAPs with
knowledge and skills to assist
companies in fulfilling their duties
to warn and care for employees
abroad by developing and communicating travel safety policies for a
safer, secure, healthy traveler. To
find out how to become an accredited Duty of Care Professional
check out: https://www.international
sosfoundation.org/duty-of-caretraining.

Global Business Travel
Association Self-Assessment
The Global Business Travel
Association (GBTA) has another
useful resource: the Travel Risk
Management Maturity Model
(TRM3™) Self-Assessment Tool.
TRM3 is designed to help a company assess their readiness for
handling duty of care issues with a
45-minute course that includes
questions on risk assessment, risk
monitoring, response and recovery, and others.
The TRM3 online tool is free
for GBTA members. An EAP can
help support corporate clients
and their employees determine
duty of care readiness with tools
like TRM3.

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 445-4386
mjacquart@writeitrightllc.com
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Workplace Survey

Smartphone Etiquette (or Lack Thereof)

L

ove them or hate them,
smartphones are an integral
part of our everyday modern lives. They tell us what the
weather is going to be like, what
the current news is, and what our
friends have been up to lately.
Cell phones have the ability to
pay for things, they can serve as
tickets to get on planes and trains,
and they can provide temporary
entertainment when you’re waiting for your dry cleaning or
you’re in between meetings. They
also store our memories and hold
all the information about our
schedules. In other words, they
are completely impossible to
ignore most of the time.
Because these little devices are
such a big part of our lives, there
are certain rules of etiquette that
have been established, like not
using your phone during dinner or
during an important meeting. Here
are some surprising results:
The Addiction is Real
We all know that smartphones
are addictive, but the numbers in
our survey are really telling. A
large majority of Americans
(92%) believe that smartphone
addiction is real. Although 60%
of Americans think they touch
their phone 100 times or less per
day, the reality is that a typical
user taps, touches, or swipes
their phone a staggering 2,617
times per day. And 43% of
Millennials in our survey say
they check their phone at least
every 20 minutes.
So, what are we spending our
time looking at on our phones?
Texts are the number one priority
notification, followed by a phone
4 EA Report

call, email, note on messenger,
FaceTime, Facebook, WhatsApp,
Snapchat, Instagram, and then
lastly, a dating app.
Smartphones in the Workplace
When we’re at work, we’re
expected to be focused on the task
at hand—or at least be connecting
with our colleagues. However,
many workers struggle to do this
when they’re overly distracted by
their cell phones. In our survey,
20% of respondents indicated that

they check their phone at least
once every 20 minutes at work.
And although 70% of our respondents said it’s the proper etiquette to
have your smartphone put away during a meeting, 53% said they do it
anyway. Our survey overwhelmingly indicated that it was inappropriate to actually check a phone
during a meeting (with 80% agreeing to that statement), but 50%
admitted to doing it. What’s worse is
that 10% of our respondents said
they had their phone out during an
interview, and a whopping 77% said
they bring their phone into the bathroom at work.
Summary
According to survey results, it
looks like we might have a long
way to go when it comes to
improving our smartphone etiquette—but knowing the numbers
can hopefully help us fix our lessthan-polite behavior. 
Source: KDA Engineering.
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On the Job

Managing Employees
That You Can’t See – Part II
By Jan Makela

O

ver 43% of the United
States workforce is comprised of remote workers
– the ability to work remotely is a
powerful recruiting and retention
tool for many companies. In addition to those obvious benefits, the
organization also enjoys lower
costs by saving on office-related
expenses, and a boost in productivity as employees are no longer
on long commutes.
But to get the most out of workfrom-home employees, some firm
guidelines need to be in place.
Here are some keys for how corporate clients (and possibly your
EAP!) can implement a workfrom-home system and methods to
best manage remote employees.
Strategies are presented below.
(Additional recommendations
appeared last month.)
Be Available
Remote employees can’t stop
by your desk when they need a
quick answer, so it’s important
that you set aside time to be available to them. Respond to messages promptly so you don’t
hinder their productivity. If you
can’t fully address a question right
away, let them know you’re working on it. Share your calendar.
Sharing your calendar allows your
remote staff to see when they have
the best chance of catching you
between meetings. Schedule regular check in times. Your remote
staff can save their non-urgent
questions for your regular meeting
January 2019

rather than sending multiple
emails or instant messages.
Another avenue is video calls,
which can build rapport by allowing colleagues to visually connect. It’s more personal than a
voice on the phone or text in an
email. Video calls offer another
advantage… callers are more
engaged and less likely to be distracted by emails or social media.
Many video calling programs
have polling options.
Add a personal touch by starting each meeting with a question.
What method of communication
do you prefer (email, IM, phone,
video call)? What are your weekend plans? It’s also helpful to add
a non-business touch, which will
jump-start a personal connection—
which has distinct business value.

We learn a lot about each other
visually. Create a shared picture
folder. Invite team members to
post an image of family or activities they have been involved in.
Communication
Communication takes extra
effort when working remotely. To
be effective, you must communicate clearly, often, and well. When
talking with someone in person,
there are many subtle cues that
add to the message. Facial expressions, gestures, body language,
and tone of voice all help to interpret the speaker’s meaning. Those
cues are often missing when communicating remotely. Be direct.
Clearly state what you need and
continued on Page 8

Missing an Issue?
Contact Us!
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Reviewing the Performance Review

D

o you hate your company’s performance review
process? If so, you may
be in luck as many of them are
getting a makeover. A new
OfficeTeam survey of HR managers reveals that 51% of companies
have updated their performance
appraisals in the past two years.
Top changes include making the
process shorter (39%) and increasing the frequency of feedback
(36%).
In addition, more than 3 in 4
HR managers (78%) said their
company conducts formal staff
appraisals at least once a year. In
fact, 38% have these meetings
twice a year or quarterly, an
11-point jump from a similar
survey in 2015.

Additional findings:
v A majority of HR managers (86 percent) feel their organization’s review process is
effective in improving employee
performance.
v Respondents said the greatest
benefit of conducting appraisals is
motivating staff by focusing on
achievements and goals (36 percent). This is followed by determining what changes and resources are
required and being able to make
decisions about merit increases or
bonuses (19 percent each).
“Not everyone revels in performance reviews, but fine-tuning the
process and frequency of these
discussions can help managers and

employees get the most out of
them,” said Stephanie Naznitsky,
executive director of OfficeTeam.
“Many companies have
streamlined how feedback is
given and encourage supervisors
to check in with staff more
often,” Naznitsky added. “This
allows organizations to be nimble in addressing issues, evaluating progress and recognizing
good work.” 
Editor’s note: For more on this
topic, see page8.
OfficeTeam, a Robert Half company, is the
nation’s leading staffing service specializing in the temporary placement of highly
skilled office and administrative support
professionals. For additional information,
visit roberthalf.com/officeteam.

Workplace Trends

T

Declining Employee Benefits

hanks to a tightened job
market, a number of
employers are ramping up
benefits in an effort to recruit and
retain talent. However, Employee
Benefit News reports that not
every worker benefit has been
increasing. In fact, a number of
offerings have declined in prevalence over the last few years —
especially for employers looking
to better manage benefit costs.
The following are among the
benefits that are not as popular as
they once were, according to an
annual survey from the Society for
Human Resource Management
(SHRM).
6 EA Report

v Preventative programs targeting employees with chronic
health conditions has seen a significant drop in the last five years.
The coverage fell by eight percentage points since 2017 (from 33%
in 2017 to 25% in 2018) and a
whopping 17 percentage points
since 2014 (42%).
v Flexible spending accounts
are not as prevalent as they once
were: 63% of employers currently
offer FSAs, down from 69% in
2015. While they are still more
popular than health savings
accounts (HSAs), that may change
as HSAs are on an upward trend.

v Domestic partner benefits
fell by 10 percentage points for
opposite sex partners and by nine
percentage points for same-sex
partners (both to 15%) since 2017.
v Child care (17% in 2017 to
9% in 2018) and elder care (13%
in 2017 to 10%) referral services
both fell between 2017 and 2018.
v Onsite health screening
programs, such as those for
employees’ glucose and cholesterol, have declined 17% since
2015. Thirty percent of employers
offer these programs currently,
according to the latest statistics. 
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On the Job

Making Meetings More Effective – Part II
By J. Elise Keith

E

very organization has to
figure out how to make
meetings productive. It’s a
complex challenge. To be effective, each meeting needs to engage
the individual talents of the people
involved, work to achieve the
organization’s specific goals for
the moment, and do so in a way
that’s both culturally relevant and
contextually sensitive to the world
around it. Not an easy feat.
There are a number of common
traps that keep an organization locked
in a cycle of underperforming meetings
and endemic mediocrity. The following
are some additional ways in which
organizations can avoid that fate:
Define “The Way” to meet for
all core processes.
There are 16 different types of
business meetings, and each has a
purpose. A regular team meeting is
good for confirming progress and
identifying problems, but it’s a lousy
place to make a big decision. Big
decisions demand a dedicated decision-making meeting. Similarly, the
initial meeting with a prospective client (or funder) should look very different from the meeting where you
ink the deal. Each of these pivotal
meetings can be optimized to drive
the results your company needs.
High-performance organizations
know the type of meetings they
need to run and how to run each
one well. Each meeting gets a name
and becomes “the way” that kind of
work gets done. For example, the
team’s check-in meeting becomes

“the huddle”. The meeting to
impress prospective clients early in
the sales cycle becomes a “services
briefing.” Anything called simply a
“meeting” isn’t specific enough.
Train everyone.
Leaders spend up to 80% of
their work day in meetings, and
yet many have never received
meeting training. Meetings aren’t
just conversations with lots of people at work; there are skills and
techniques to learn that radically
improve meeting results.
High-performance organizations
provide skills training to people
leading meetings. They also train
everyone how to participate in the
meetings defined as “the way” to get
their job done. Meetings represent
an enormous salary investment, and
high-performance organizations
ensure their people get a good return
on that investment.
ABL: Always be learning!
Once they have “the way” to
meet, the organization can experi-

ment. What happens when we
meet on Monday instead of
Wednesday? If we tweak the process, can we make decisions
faster?
High-performance organizations
have the process stability they
need in order to run conclusive
experiments and continuously
improve their meeting practices.
Bad meetings are not inevitable.
Quite the opposite: meetings can
be a powerful embodiment of your
company’s culture and a driver of
performance, when designed and
run with intention. And the best
news: you get to learn from the
examples set by high-performance
organizations that have already
conquered this design challenge.
When it comes to meeting design,
the adage holds true: Well-stolen is
half done! 
J. Elise Keith is the co-founder of Lucid
Meetings and the author of “Where the Action Is: The Meetings That Make or Break
Your Organization.” For more information,
please visit, www.lucidmeetings.com and
connect with her on Twitter, @EliseID8.
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Quick Ideas

Managing Employees...cont’d from Page 3

Prepping for
the Review
v Get ready. Ask the supervisor for a copy of the
assessment form that will be used.
v Showcase accomplishments. Highlight any
awards received since the last formal work review.
This will show the supervisor how individual efforts
have helped the company.
v Make it a two-way conversation. Obviously,
the supervisor will take the lead in addressing areas
where improvement is needed, etc. Don’t hesitate to
also ask questions about the assessment, or to request
support or guidance.
v Don’t be afraid to share ideas. Discuss future
plans with the company, and be sure to set goals. 
Source: OfficeTeam.

Summary
Travel safety is not an accident. EAPs working
synergistically with organizations like Depart
Smart, ISOS, and GBTA can help employers fulfill their duties to inform and care for employees
traveling abroad.
This synergy can lead to the creation of healthier
workforces by minimizing travel-related stress and
anxiety related to international travels. In today’s
increasingly dangerous world, travel safety is a vital
workplace issue – one that EAPs are positioned to
help address. 
Sheryl Hill is the founder of Depart Smart and developed
the Travel HEROES Safety Certification. Sheryl is a soughtafter speaker on consumer travel safety issues. She is the
award-winning author of “Walking on Sunshine – A Spiritual
Memoir.” Sheryl can be reached at sheryl@departsmart.com.
Contact Sheryl for a list of references used in this article. Editor’s note: See this month’s Brown Bagger insert for more
on this topic.
Mary Ellen Gornick is a Global Employee Assistance (EAP)
Effectiveness Expert for Fortune 1000 companies. She is a
former Executive Vice President and current board member
with Workplace Options. Mary Ellen can be contacted at
meg@maryellengornick.com.

Managing Employees...cont’d from Page 5

when you need it. This reduces the
need for follow up messages to
clarify the request.
Be warm and personable, but
not overly familiar. Without nonverbal cues, jokes and casual comments can be easily misinterpreted.
Share your progress. When you’re
not in the same office, your colleagues don’t know what you’re
working on. Let them know how
projects are progressing. Share
your barriers. Likewise, let your
colleagues know what barriers
you’re encountering and what help
you need to address those barriers.
Connection to the Organization
You may find that remote
employees lack buy-in, and engagement of those people is not as high
8 EA Report

as people who experience some
exposure to the home office. If
your employee completely works
from home, consider including
them in home office training
events and allow them to meet
people that they may interact with
but never see. You may find that
relationships improve and turnover
of remote works decreases.
Finding ways for your people to
connect is the secret sauce to having successful employees that do
not come to the office.
Both the employer and the
employee—part or full time—
can benefit from working
remotely. For the employee the
advantages may be obvious but
employers also benefit from less
overhead, increased cash flow

and access to a larger talent pool.
When implementing a workfrom-home arrangement, it’s
imperative to follow these guidelines to best position your
employee—and the company—
for success. 
Jan Makela is an executive coach, highlysought after speaker, and best-selling author of “Cracking the Code to Success and
Be the Manager People Won’t Leave” for
which he received the 2017 Quilly Award.
Jan has a long and successful history of
working with companies to ensure quality
hiring and training practices. His specialty
revolves around strength-based leadership development, with a particular focus
on working with senior and mid-level
executives, business owners, and professionals. For more information, visit www.
strengthbasedleadership.net.
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